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aBout the title

on the night he was first elected, in a time of growing challenge, president obama offered an unmistakable message of optimism 

and hope.  he spoke not only to the crowd that gathered to congratulate him, but to americans of all backgrounds and beliefs, 

and to the citizens of the world watching and listening beyond our shores.  “our stories are singular,” he declared, “but our 

destiny is shared.”  that conviction, rooted in his own experience, that citizens from all walks of life can come together to forge 

a brighter future for all of us is what drives Barack obama.  and it is what will shape the development of his presidential library.
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aBout this document

this request for qualifications (hereafter rfq) is intended primarily to 

solicit a response from an institution of higher learning, not-for-profit 

organization, private developer, or municipality that wishes to sponsor, 

develop, and maintain a multi-unit facility to be known as the Barack 

obama presidential library (hereafter opl or library). By focusing 

on the 44th president’s vision, this document is also intended to 

serve as a source of inspiration for respondents, conveying a set of 

guiding principles consistent with the president’s legacy and the future 

aspirations of the Barack obama foundation.

Request for  
qualifications

goals and expectations

this rfq is the initial stage in the process that will result in the establishment of the opl. it is intended to be an effective way to 

establish a uniform and structured process to evaluate multiple options. it will serve as an information collection tool, allowing 

specific criteria to be measured and scored in a fair and objective manner. 
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the Barack oBama foundation 

the Barack obama foundation (hereafter foundation), officially 

established as an operating, 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation in january 

of 2014, has as its mission the support and perpetuation of the work 

of president obama after the conclusion of his service in office. the 

foundation will raise private funds, convene partners who share in the 

president’s goals and vision, serve as a repository of information, and 

otherwise marshal resources to address present and future global and 

domestic challenges of interest to the president. the foundation is 

governed by a volunteer board of directors and chaired by civic leader 

martin nesbitt.  

most germane to this rfq is the foundation’s oversight of the process of selection of sponsor, site, and project team for the 

opl. it will also serve as agent for the operation and maintenance of the opl.
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in a democracy, records belong to the people, and for more than seven 

decades, the national archives and records administration (nara) has 

preserved and provided access to the records of the united states of 

america.

the national archives was established in 1934 by president 

franklin roosevelt, and the presidential library system 

formally began in 1939 when he donated his personal and 

presidential papers to the federal government.  at the same 

time, roosevelt pledged part of his estate at hyde park to 

the united states, and friends of the president formed a non-

profit corporation to raise funds for the construction of the 

library and museum building.

in 1950, harry s. truman decided that he too would build 

a library to house his presidential papers and helped to 

galvanize congressional action.  in 1955, congress passed 

the presidential libraries act, establishing a system of 

privately erected and federally maintained libraries. the 

act encouraged other presidents to donate their historical 

materials to the government and ensured the preservation 

of presidential papers and their availability to the american 

people.

under this and subsequent acts, more libraries have been 

established. in each case, funds from private and nonfederal 

public sources provided the funds to build the library. once 

completed, the private organization turned over the libraries 

to the national archives and records administration to 

operate and maintain.

until 1978, presidents, scholars, and legal professionals held 

the view dating back to george Washington that the records 

created by the president or his staff while in office remained 

the personal property of the president and were his to take 

with him when he left office. the first presidential libraries 

were built on this concept. nara successfully persuaded 

presidents to donate their historical materials to the 

government for housing in a presidential library managed 

by nara.

the presidential records act of 1978 established that the 

presidential records that document the constitutional, 

statutory, and ceremonial duties of the president are the 

property of the united states government. after the president 

leaves office, the archivist of the united states assumes 

custody of the records. the act allowed for the continuation 

of presidential libraries as the repository for presidential 

records.

the presidential libraries act of 1986 also made significant 

changes to presidential libraries, requiring private 

endowments linked to the size of the facility. nara uses 

these endowments to offset a portion of the maintenance 

costs for the library.

A brief history of  
Presidential Libraries
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The operation of  
Presidential Libraries

presidential libraries carry out a mandated program to 

preserve, process, and make available their archival holdings. 

this program implicitly calls for outreach and educational 

programs. foundation support is critical in order to provide 

the broadest spectrum of innovative and insightful public, 

education, and information programs in each library. 

presidential libraries, their museums, their web sites, and 

the scholarship they promote benefit in significant ways from 

private organizations established to support such programs. 

in several cases, these organizations evolved from bodies 

chartered to raise money and construct the original library 

building. in other instances, these organizations were formed 

after the dedication of the library by friends of the president.

just as the origin and development of these organizations 

have varied, their formation and operation take a number 

of forms. some of the organizations encourage public 

participation through payment of membership fees. others are 

non-membership charitable foundations and corporations. 

several seek to support their activities solely through private 

contributions. some foundations are run by paid staff, others 

are totally voluntary.
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the presidential library system as we know it today has evolved from 

simple beginnings.

early on, each president typically located his library in 

his hometown. today, libraries are most often located in 

places more associated with some aspect of his adult life or 

career. affiliations with universities have become common. 

the public/private partnerships have at times expanded to 

include third and fourth parties – universities and communities 

– involved in some measure with the advancement of the 

library’s mission and role.  

as cultural and educational institutions, the libraries make 

unique and vital contributions to communities across the 

nation. they have unparalleled research collections which, 

when combined with a public museum and public programs, 

provide researchers, students, and the general public a rich 

opportunity for understanding individual presidents, the 

historical context of the times in which they lived and served, 

and the nature of the american presidency.

the libraries also provide forums where scholars and citizens 

across the nation can ponder and discuss the highest actions 

of our federal government, and consider issues both 

domestic and global in scope. 

finally, libraries are often economic engines creating 

opportunities for growth and enhancement of their 

surrounding communities. 
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presidential liBraries act of 1955 

the presidential library system 

functions under the authority of the 

presidential libraries act of 1955 (44 

u.s.c. 2108). this act authorizes 

the archivist, on behalf of the united 

states, to:

accept for deposit the papers and 

other historical materials of a president 

and similar materials relating to the 

president that are in the custody of 

other persons.

accept land, buildings, and equipment 

offered for its establishment of a 

presidential library.

maintain, operate, and protect the 

library and its holdings.

observe restrictions on access to the 

historical materials that have been set 

by the donors and agreed to by the 

archivist.

provide for the exhibit of museum 

items to the public.

presidential records act of 1978

the presidential records act of 1978 

(44 u.s.c. 2201-2207) took effect on 

january 20, 1981.

presidential records are owned by the 

united states, not by the president.

the archivist is to take custody of the 

records when the president leaves 

office, and is to maintain the records in 

a federal depository.

the president may restrict access to 

specific kinds of information in the 

records for up to 12 years after he 

leaves office; but any unrestricted 

records will be subject to the freedom 

of information act (foia) 5 years 

after the president leaves office; and 

restricted records will be the subject to 

foia after 12 years.

Vice presidential records are also 

owned by the united states and are 

administered in the same manner 

as presidential records, but they 

may be placed either in an existing 

federal depository or in a non-federal 

depository approved by the archivist 

of the united states. 

presidential liBraries act of 1986*

this act amends the presidential 

libraries act of 1955 in regard to the 

following points:

the archivist must issue architectural 

and design standards for presidential 

libraries.

the archivist may solicit as well 

as accept gifts or bequests for the 

purpose of maintaining, operating, 

protecting, or improving a presidential 

library.

the archivist must establish separate 

endowments within the national 

archives trust fund for each 

presidential library. income to each 

endowment shall be available to help 

defray the cost of facility operations, 

but not the performance of archival 

functions.

the archivist must assure that an 

endowment is available to help defray 

the cost of operation before he accepts 

a presidential library.  if the building 

is larger than 70,000 square feet, an 

additional endowment, calculated at a 

higher level, is required.

* This act has been amended to update the endowment requirements.  Regarding any President who takes the oath of office for 

the first time on or after July 1, 2002, the endowment must be equal to 60 percent of the cost of the land, facility, and equipment.  

Presidential Library 
statutory authorities
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Current Presidential Libraries
in the NARA system
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map key

in the following pages, site diagrams of current presidential libraries in the nara system are coded as follows:  

Structure

Site
Context
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Franklin D. Roosevelt

Presidential Library & Museum

hyde Park, New York

108,750 sF

B

Ronald Reagan

Presidential Library & Museum

simi Valley, california

147,400 sF

J

Richard Nixon

Presidential Library & Museum

Yorba Linda, california

55,373 sF

G

George W. Bush  

Presidential Library & Museum

dallas, Texas

210,864 sF

M

George H.W. Bush

Presidential Library & Museum

college station, Texas

116,527 sF

K

Lyndon B. Johnson 

Presidential Library & Museum

austin, Texas

139,267 sF

F

Jimmy Carter

Presidential Library & Museum

atlanta, Georgia

85,592 sF

I

Dwight D. Eisenhower 

Presidential Library & Museum

abilene, Kansas

109,254 sF

D

Herbert Hoover

Presidential Library & Museum

West Branch, iowa

47,169 sF

A

William J. Clinton

Presidential Library & Museum 

Little rock, arkansas

152,122 sF

L

Harry S. Truman

Presidential Library & Museum

independence, missouri

96,612 sF

C

Gerald R. Ford

Presidential Library & Museum

ann arbor & Grand rapids, michigan

104,764 sF

H

John F. Kennedy 

Presidential Library & Museum

Boston, massachusetts

134,293 sF

E
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the Barack oBama 
presidential liBrary Will 
Be the fourteenth such 
facility in the national 
archiVe and records 
administration’s system. 

the forty-fourth 
president’s legacy Will Be 
represented, preserVed, 
and interpreted for puBlic 
Benefit.

digital records are 
on pace to outstrip 
other media in future 
presidential archiVes. 
the george W. Bush 
presidential liBrary 
contains 80 teraBytes of 
digital data.

president clinton’s 
liBrary houses 78,000,000 
pages of official records, 
20,000,000 emails, 2,000,000 
photographs, and 12,500 
Videotapes.

Presidential Libraries
by the numbers
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site   

the building is administered by the national archives and 
located within the 187-acre herbert hoover national historic 
site maintained by the national park service.  president and 
mrs. hoover are interred in the “overlook” area maintained 
by the national park service.

alterations:  expansions in 1965, 1969, 1975, and 1991.  
government funded expansions were carried out through the 
prospectus system, with congress specifically authorizing 
projects proposed by the public Buildings service.

 
 
 
 

Building  

size: 47,169 square feet

architect: eggers & higgins; and Wetherall, harrison & 
Wagner associates

construction: Viggo m. jensen

The Herbert Hoover Library & Museum
West Branch, ioWa

location

210 parkside drive, p.o. Box 488 
West Branch, iowa  52358-0488

WeB

http://hoover.archives.gov

dedication date

august 10, 1962
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The Franklin D. Roosevelt Library & Museum
hyde park, neW york

site

16.5 acres owned by the u.s. federal government adjoining 
the national park service’s 187-acre franklin d. roosevelt 
national historic site.

alterations: expansion in 1972. prospectus for project 
approved by joint resolution. the public Buildings service 
managed the project, with the eleanor roosevelt memorial 
foundation reimbursing gsa for its portion of the cost.  
rededication in june, 2013.

 
 

Building

size: 108,750 square feet

architect: louis simon

construction: john mcshain

Visitor center: henry a. Wallace Visitor and education 
center

architect: r.m. kliment and frances halsband architects

construction: u.W. marx

location

4079 albany post road 
hyde park, new york 12538-1999

WeB

http://www.fdrlibrary.marist.edu

dedication date

library: july 4, 1940 
Visitor center: november 15, 2003
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The Harry S. Truman Library & Museum
independence, missouri

site   

14.8 acres owned by the u.s. federal government. president 
and mrs. truman are interred in the inner courtyard of the 
library building.

 
 

Building  

size: 96,612 square feet

architect: gentry & Voskamp; neild & somdal 

construction: massman-patti co.

location

500 West u.s. highway 24 
independence, missouri 64050-1798

WeB

http://www.trumanlibrary.org

dedication date

july 6, 1957
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The Dwight D. Eisenhower Library & Museum
aBilene, kansas

site

22 acres including the library, museum, Visitors center, place 
of medication, family home and service Building. president 
and mrs. eisenhower, and their son doud dwight, are interred 
in the place of meditation, dedicated in 1966.

alterations: addition to the museum in 1971, and construction 
of the Visitor’s center in 1975. expansions initiated by nara 
with approval of gsa administrator. approved by congress 
through the prospectus system, no appropriation. addition of 
dwight david eisenhower statue in 1985 by private donations.

 
 

Building

size: 109,254 square feet

architect: john Brink 

construction: dondlinger & sons

location

200 se 4th street 
abilene, kansas 67410-2900

WeB

http://www.eisenhower.archives.gov

dedication date

museum: november 11, 1954 
library: may 1, 1962 
Boyhood home: june 1947
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The John F. Kennedy Library & Museum
Boston, massachusetts

site

12 acres (3 of which are water) is owned by the u.s. 
federal government.  the national archives and records 
administration has an easement to use road and parking lots.

alterations: 1991 expansion created the stephen smith 
center.

 
 

Building

size: 134,293 square feet

architect: i. m. pei 

construction: turner construction

location

columbia point 
Boston, massachusetts 02125-3398

WeB

http://www.jfklibrary.org

dedication date

october 20, 1979
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The Lyndon Baines Johnson Library & Museum
austin, texas

site   

14 acres owned by the university of texas.

 
 

Building  

size: 139,267 square feet

architect: gordon Bunshaft of skidmore, owings &  
merrill 

construction: joe Bateson

location

2313 red river street 
austin, texas 78705-5702

WeB

http://www.lbjlibrary.org/

dedication date

may 22, 1971
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The Richard Nixon Library & Museum
yorBa linda, california

site

the 9-acre campus is situated on and surrounding the 
grounds of the house where nixon was born and spent 
his childhood, which is now in a suburban area of orange 
county, california.

 
 

Building

size: 55,373 square feet

architect: langdon Wilson architecture & planning

location

18001 yorba linda Boulevard 
yorba linda, california 62886

WeB

 http://www.nixonlibrary.gov/

dedication date

july 19, 1990 (federal transfer: july 11, 2007)
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The Gerald R. Ford Library & Museum
ann arBor & grand rapids, michigan

site   

library: 4.2 acres owned by the university of michigan.

museum: 4.63 acres owned by the u.s. federal government 
(nara).

 
 

Buildings  

size: 104,764 square feet

Library

architect: jickling, lyman & powell associates

construction: jeffress-dyer, inc. 

Museum

architect: marvin deWinter & associates

construction: owens, ames & kimball

location

library: 1000 Beal avenue 
ann arbor, michigan 48109-2114

museum: 303 pearl street, nW 
grand rapids, michigan 49504-5353

WeB

http://www.fordlibrarymuseum.gov

dedication date

library:  april 27, 1981 
museum:  september 18, 1981

Library

Museum
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The Jimmy Carter Library & Museum
atlanta, georgia

site   

30 acres owned by the state of georgia.

 
 

Building  

size: 85,592 square feet

architect: jova, daniels, Busby; and lawton, umemura, 
amamoto 

construction: Beers construction

location

441 freedom parkway 
atlanta, georgia 30307-1498

WeB

http://www.jimmycarterlibrary.gov/

dedication date

october 1, 1986
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The Ronald Reagan Library & Museum
simi Valley, california

site   

a 29-acre site owned by the ronald reagan presidential 
library foundation. the national archives and records 
administration has the right to use the site immediately 
surrounding the building.

 
 

Building  

size: 147,400 square feet

architect: the stubbins associates

construction: peck/jones

location

40 presidential drive 
simi Valley, california 93065-0699

WeB

http://www.reagan.utexas.edu/

dedication date

november 4, 1991
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The George Bush Library & Museum
college station, texas

site   

90 acres owned by texas a&m university. the library is part 
of an academic complex which is called the george Bush 
presidential library center. the center includes the academic 
Building-West, the international center, the presidential 
conference center, the presidential library foundation, and 
office and living quarters for the president and mrs. Bush.

 
 

Building  

size: 116,527 square feet (69,049 nara controlled)

architect: hok architects 

construction: manhattan construction

location

1000 george Bush drive West 
college station, texas 77843

WeB

http://bushlibrary.tamu.edu

dedication date

november 6, 1997
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The William J. Clinton Library & Museum
little rock, arkansas

site   

31 acres owned by the city of little rock and the clinton 
foundation has a 99-year lease. the library is part of a 
complex known as the William j. clinton presidential center, 
which includes a library Building, foundation offices and the 
university of arkansas clinton school of public service.  the 
library Building contains the library, which is under nara 
control and certain other areas that will remain under the 
control of the foundation. 

 
 

Building  

size: 152,122 square feet (68,698 nara controlled)

architect:  polshek partnership architects, llp

construction:  cdi construction

location

1200 president clinton avenue 
little rock, arkansas

WeB

http://www.clintonlibrary.gov/

dedication date

 november 18, 2004
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The George W. Bush Library & Museum
dallas, texas

site   

the george W. Bush presidential library and museum 
currently holds over 29,000 cubic feet of textual records (over 
70 million pages) and 1,200 cubic feet of audiovisual records. 
in addition to the textual and audiovisual materials, the 
library has approximately 80 terabytes of electronic records 
- the largest electronic records collection in the presidential 
library system - including over 200 million email messages 
and nearly 4 million photographs.

 
 

Building  

size: 210,864 square feet (60,972 nara controlled)

architect: robert a. m. stern architects

landscape architect: michael Van Valkenburgh associates

construction: manhattan construction company

location

2943 smu Boulevard 
dallas, texas 75205

WeB

http://www.georgewbushlibrary.smu.edu/

dedication date

april 25, 2013
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Vision and themes

the opl will bring to life the vision and legacy of president obama, 

including inspiring an ethic of citizenship, expanding opportunity in a 

global age, and promoting peace, justice, and dignity throughout the 

world.  these broad themes are further elaborated in the “guiding 

principles” section.

additionally, the foundation envisions a facility that, through its mission, programs, and physical and virtual presence, advances 

and interprets the themes of civic engagement, global perspective, health and wellness, environmental stewardship, public 

education, a spirit of innovation, and economic development. these broad themes are further elaborated in the “guiding 

principles” section.

The Barack Obama 
Presidential Library

45 
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type of material

unclassified Textual records

classified Textual records 

audio Visual records 

electronic records

artifacts 

current Volume

 

5,040 cu. ft.

1,000 cu. ft.

 

346 cu. ft.  

87 tb

7,268 cu. ft. 

projected Volume

20,247 cu. ft.

5,657 cu. ft.

804 cu. ft. 

to be determined

15,000 cu. ft.

records and artifacts

With the increasing use of electronic records, the national archives is 

seeing a slight downward trend in the volume of textual records being 

created. Based on these trends, the following is an estimated volume of 

presidential records that will be transferred to the national archives at 

the end of the obama administration. the actual volume of textual and 

digital records may vary significantly from the estimates and should not 

be considered accurate for use in space planning.

Traditionally, Presidents have also stored their personal records at their Presidential Libraries and museums. While there is no 

estimated volume available, the Library could potentially hold Obama campaign records for 2008 and 2012, his records as a united 

states senator, donated material from individuals closely associated with President Obama, and other family materials.
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seismic shifts in technology and communication should make the opl 

the most connected, interactive presidential library in history. it will 

provide a global audience access to public records, information, and an 

expansive network of related knowledge and viewpoints.  

The 21st-century  
Presidential Library
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program 

 

most modern Presidential Libraries 

comprise a combination of the following 

functions: 

Public and scholarly library

museum with permanent and rotating 

interpretive exhibitions

Public programming facilities

educational facilities

Private and classified archives

Foundation and administrative offices

retail and dining

Private residence

     

site

 

Locations of Presidential Libraries tend 

to be characterized by:   

strong local host

supportive community

Financial capacity

intellectual and academic climate

accessibility and proximity to transit 

networks

Global connectivity

     

       

traits

 

Presidential Libraries vary widely 

in scope of programming, size of 

collections, and many other aspects. 

however, they share several key traits. 

Presidential Libraries tend to:  

clearly communicate a central, lasting 

idea

evolve and adapt to remain relevant

encourage a robust dialogue and 

interpretation

make a civic contribution to their 

communities

Facilitate a culture of learning and 

discovery 

49 
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following are guiding principles that inform and reflect the overarching 

vision for the opl. the principles are organized into three distinct, but 

interrelated, sections. 

core addresses tangible components 

of site and facility; it also deals with 

economic development impacts of site 

selection. 

program attends to principles most 

closely associated with president 

obama’s time in office and the work of 

the foundation. 

context situates the project in relation 

to host institution and other community 

stakeholders.

Guiding  
principles
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functional

rational, purpose-driven design

attentive to site, infrastructure, 
existing urban fabric

efficient in systems, materials, and 
operations

state-of-the-art archives and museum

cost-effective 

Core

the “core” principles apply mostly to the site and physical facility of the library. they are concerned with factors that impact 

space planning, character and quality of architectural design, site plan, ongoing operations and maintenance, and economic 

impact.

economic  engine 

encourages smart and sustainable 
economic growth

anchors public and private investment

celebrates and leverages existing 
community assets 

civic identity is shaped by community

identified as part of the fabric of the 
community

flexiBle &  
forWard-thinking

agile, flexible, and relevant —  
continually reinventing itself      

accommodates a variety of uses 

is technologically responsive

uses best practices in sustainability, 
technology, and operations

exercises leadership and foresight, 
anticipating change
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technologically adVanced

extends digital footprint

next-generation platform

new models for social interaction

can adapt with changes in technology

accountaBle &  
performance-driVen 

responsible steward of the 
environment — immediate and global

energy-efficient building

exceeds leed platinum standards

sustainable practices

embodies principles of biomimicry to 
create a living building

unified design Vision

consistently expresses design 
principles, mission, and vision

aligns with programmatic goals

communicates a clear and coherent 
message

integration of site and building design
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Program

principles in the “program” section pertain to the mission and vision of the library and foundation. they consider the ways in 

which the presidential office and, more specifically, the legacy of president obama, may be manifested through the library.

ciVic

 
communicates the ideals of 
democracy

celebrates community character

articulates a compelling, shared vision

generates discourse and dialogue

informs and engages policy debates

 

authentic 

represents ideals of the obama 
campaign: respect, empowerment, 
inclusivity

represents and explains the 
presidential legacy

inspires an ethic of citizenship

tells a compelling, accurate story 
about the president’s life, service,  
and vision

approachable and immediately 
resonating with visitors

reveals the complexity and inspiration 
of the office of the president

empathetic and respectful of other 
viewpoints

 
 

health &  Well-Being

 
promotes a healthy, wholesome 
environment

contributes to a cleaner, safer planet

supports a healthy lifestyle

nurtures the next generation
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gloBal

 
creates a new international destination

serves as a gateway to other cultural, 
civic, and academic resources in the 
region

establishes a global network to 
communicate ideas and aspirations

collaborates with like-minded 
institutions around the world

purposeful

 
attuned to programmatic needs and 
symbolic significance

each element responds to a central idea

accommodates reflection, exploration, 
learning, and conversation 

Focused on service — to visitors, local 
and international communities, and the 
nation

inspirational

 
emotionally resonates with visitors and 
the surrounding community

ethically forthright

reflects and reinforces the Obama 
legacy

emits a spirit of optimism and hope

empowers visitors to create change and 
make a difference
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Context

principles in the “context” section deal with the interface between the library and the community it serves – at the immediate, 

regional, and global scales. this set of principles considers the function of the potential host and the myriad connections 

between the library and the community.

engagement 

accessible to people of all ages, 
abilities, backgrounds, and 
socioeconomic status

fosters intellectual discourse and 
disagreement

prizes and responds to audience 
needs

provides real-time, immediate 
connection

partners with other organizations to 
share ideas, resources, and audiences

Welcoming & transparent 

open and welcoming to all visitors, 
physical and virtual

clear and accessible communication 
with constituents

actively advances intellectual and 
cultural openness 

uses collective intelligence and social 
media to collaborate with people 

innoVatiVe 

incubates new ideas and approaches

nurtures thinkers, artists, activists, 
and change agents

creates a space for investigation 
and experimentation — civic, 
technological, and academic

interfaces with social sector startups
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inquiry 

Welcomes individual expression and 
multimodal learning

intellectually honest and rigorous

expects and promotes academic 
excellence

facilitates scholarly research as well 
as informal learning

fosters a climate of intellectual 
curiosity and openness

 
 

connected 

hub of physical and technological 
networks that enable exchange and 
collaboration

serves as a dynamic visitor 
destination  for national and 
international visitors

extends a compelling virtual presence 
through digital media

sited in an easily accessible, multi- 
modal transportation environment
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it is the hope of the Barack obama foundation that responses to this 

rfq articulate the value and key differentiators of prospective host 

locations. intentionally open-ended, this request is designed to stimulate 

creative, innovative thinking and to draw out the unique character and 

advantages of each site, community, and region. 

Request  
for qualifications
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respondent information

a description of the institution or organization responding 
to the rfq, including overall leadership structure, decision-
making process, capital resources, primary team members, 
and additional partners, consultants, and advisors; include 
an organizational chart

key contact for the submission

a vision of the complementary relationship between this 
project and your community, city, and region

project site

overview and detailed description of land or building sites 
being submitted

aerial photographs of the site

legal and topographical survey indicating general contours 
of the site

detailed description of the current zoning of the property

describe the zoning or land use designation required to 
accommodate the uses outlined in the guiding principles 
section of this rfq

if zoning or land use designation changes are required, please 
outline the process and estimated timing involved to do so

current land ownership

overview of community surrounding the proposed site, 
i.e. population characteristics, demographics, nature and 
function of the area (commercial, residential, educational, 
etc.), key industries, recreational and cultural amenities, etc.

description of adjacent property uses and ownership

conditions or uses that may affect development of the site

description of infrastructure available on the site, including 
means of transportation (private and public), utilities, and 
digital infrastructure

Response content

address the questions in this section fully, using as much space as necessary. include images and diagrams as needed. 
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transportation & accessiBility

attributes of the surrounding community and region, including 
air connectivity (domestic and regional), the presence of 
mass transit options and freeway/interstate  access

Visitor and tourism statistics for the region

accessibility to the site for persons in automobiles, trains, 
buses, bicycles, and other modes of transportation, as well 
as pedestrians

project execution

describe resources or personnel that would be made 
available to assist in the development process

other considerations that your organization would provide to 
assist in the development of this historic place

describe the ability of the proposed development to 
have an impact on the greater community in the following 
respects:  

    education
   tourism
   economic development
   enhancements to the physical environment
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community engagement

a strategic plan for engaging community stakeholders is a 
vital component of a successful response. please outline a 
long-term community engagement plan 

list and briefly describe key community partners whose 
input will be sought, e.g., local and regional chambers of 
commerce, elected officials, residents’ associations, etc. 

describe available means of community engagement, such 
as town hall meetings, online campaigns, etc. 

describe the criteria and methodology for evaluating the 
efficacy of engagement efforts

indications of support

attach at least two letters of support from key community 
partners:

    a letter should indicate the relationship of the partner to 
the potential library host and site, describe the partner’s 
mission and services, and express specific benefits to the  
constituency represented by the partner

     letters should be thoughtful, brief, and reflective of the   
authentic concerns of constituent communities

Response content 
continued
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Timeline

mar 
2014

apr may jun

 

jul aug sep oct noV dec jan 
2015

feB Site 
Selection

release request for qualifications

distribute request

evaluate and score responses

develop shortlist

rfp reVieW and scoring

formal presentations to project 
team

review and score options

recommendation of a primary 
and secondary location to project 
leadership

presentation to the president and 
the first lady

approval of primary and secondary 
locations

short list discussions, 
negotiations and site selection

finalize site-specific details with 
primary and secondary locations

establish an implementation timeline 
for locations

presentation to the president and 
the first lady

final site selection

release request for proposals

engage with interested locations

rfp distribution

sessions with locations to review rfp 
and overall project needs

ongoing communication during the rfp 
response process

completed rfp responses sent to 
project team

foundation 
formed
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format and deliVery

all responses should be received no later than june 16, 2014

four hard copies of a bound response book in 8-1/2” x 11” 
format sent to: 

   martin h. nesbitt
   the Barack obama foundation
   300 east randolph street, suite 4030
   chicago, illinois  60601 

a url for a secure location containing a digital copy of the 
response book sent to: 

   info@obamapresidentialfoundation.org

  

general conditions of rfq suBmission

confidentiality of submissions:

the foundation will maintain the confidentiality of respondent’s 
submission to the rfq. exchange and/or disclosure of the 
submission and/or information found thereon to persons and/
or other parties shall only be made as necessary to conduct the 
rfq process and/or as required by judicial or administrative 
investigative demand.

ownership of submissions:

upon presentation, the foundation shall be granted sole 
ownership of respondent’s submission and any and all common 
law, statutory and other reserved rights including, but not limited 
to, the right to make and retain copies and to reuse the contents. 

selection at the discretion of the foundation:

the foundation shall select, in its sole, absolute and unreviewable 
discretion, those respondents which shall advance through the 
rfq process through final selection. 

Response submission requirements
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Resources 
additional information is available on the websites of the national archives and records administration and the Barack obama 

foundation. the foundation will respond to all inquiries on a timely basis. 

contact

for questions, please contact the Barack obama 
foundation:

   robbin cohen 
   acting executive director  
   rcohen@obamapresidentialfoundation.org

   info@obamapresidentialfoundation.org

further reference

enclosed as an appendix is:

nara directive 1571: architecture and design standards for 
presidential libraries, revised may 2008

the standards are in the process of revision. the latest 
version will be available online at:

http://www.archives.gov/foia/libraries.html#design

for additional questions regarding nara standards, 
contact: 

library.planning@nara.gov  
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aBout the Book

all rights reserved. this book or any portion thereof may not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without the 

express written permission of the publisher except for the use of brief quotations in a book review.

the content of this book is based on multiple sources. the foundation gratefully acknowledges the agencies, organizations, 

and individuals who contributed source materials. the foundation is especially grateful to the national archives and records 

administration for its contribution to portions of this book, including background information, history and operations, and 

statutory authorities governing presidential libraries. 

this book was printed on post-consumer recycled paper in the united states of america. 
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